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Arsinoites (Fayum), meris of Herakleides, Soknopaiou Nesos 
AD 212 - about 230 
Greek 
Papyri 
27 
Private archive 
Berlin, Staatliche Museen; Paris, Louvre 
Acquired before 1895 (Berlin collection), and at the end of the 19th century (Louvre collection)1 
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The numbers in bold refer to P. Louvre I. 

Description The archive consists of petitions and accounts, now kept in the Louvre and in Berlin. All 
accounts are written in the same unskilled hand of Pakysis, son of Tesenouphis, who also 
signed in Greek at the bottom of a petition (3). He is a priest and stolistes (priest attiring the 
statues of a god) of the first rank temple of Souchos in Soknopaiou Nesos. That Pakysis was 
the owner of the archive is confirmed by an account in his name (50: λόγος Πακύσιος 
λη(µµάτων)). 

Two different cases are dealt with in Pakysis’ petitions. (1) Two petitions concern a burglary 
in the house of his daughter-in-law in Pisais, where Pakysis kept some foodstuffs. One is 
addressed to the strategos (BGU I 321) and one to a centurion (3). Both petitions have been 
copied and the duplicates are part of the archive as well (P. Berl. inv. 7081 Ro and BGU I 
322, respectively). The dimensions of all four papyri show that they were cut from the same 
roll and were written in the following order: BGU I 321 - P. Berl. inv. 7081 Ro - 3 - BGU I 
322.2 (2) In another petition Pakysis tries to evade a liturgy (BGU I 159). 

The accounts were written by Pakysis either as a private person or as a priest of Soknopaios. 
53-58 start on the recto and continue upside down on the verso, but most accounts are found 
on the back or in the margins of older documents. Pakysis partly used the back of his own 
discarded papers, such as the above-mentioned petitions.3 Most accounts are, however, 

                                                
1 For the connections between the Berlin and Louvre papyri, see the introduction to P. Louvre I. 
2 Cf. Whitehorne 2003, p. 210. 
3 3 was reused for account 50; BGU I 321 reused for BASP 40 (2003), p. 209 [321] descr.; P. Berl. inv. 7081 Ro 
reused for BASP 40 (2003), p. 209 [7081] descr.; BGU I 322 reused for BASP 40 (2003), p. 209 [322] descr.; cf. 
Whitehorne 2003, p. 209. 
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written on second-hand official papers which he must have bought, among these several land 
registers from the Arsinoites dating to the Antonine period;4 in some cases, the format of the 
sheets was adapted to the new texts on the verso. One text, 74, the verso of which was used 
for the account 65, comes from the city Kynopolis (unless the Arsinoite village of that name 
is meant). 61 Vo and 64 Vo are written on the back of four Demotic contracts of priests from 
Soknopaiou Nesos. In other cases, Pakysis used the blank spaces of older documents for his 
accounts, that is “wo immer er Platz fand”,5 even between two lines or on top of the old text 
(49 with pl. P. Louvre I, 47; see also 59 and BGU III 889 Ro6). 

Pakysis was 50 years old in AD 216 (BGU I 159, l. 12); he was, therefore, born about AD 
166. His son Tesenouphis was called after his grandfather (BGU I 321, l. 5). Pakysis probably 
had another son, called Pabous, son of Pakysis, grandson of Tesenouphis, in a γραφὴ ἱερέων 
καὶ χειρισµοῦ of Soknopaiou Nesos (SB XVI 12785). This text is unlikely to belong to the 
archive, since one part of it belongs to the Vienna collection, which has not yielded any other 
text from the archive. The relationship of Panouphis and Kephalos, who regularly occur in the 
texts, to Pakysis is unclear. 

Archive texts P. Louvre I 3, 48-50, 51 Vo, 52-60, 61 Vo-64 Vo, 65; BGU I 159, 321, 322, III 889 Vo descr. 
(= P. Louvre 1 p. 221 descr.); P. Berl. inv. 6850 Vo (= BASP 40 (2003), p. 209 [321] descr.), 
6882 Vo (= BASP 40 (2003), p. 209 [322] descr.), 7081 Ro (= BGU I 321 note) & Vo (= 
BASP 40 (2003), p. 209 [7081] descr.). 

Text types Accounts = internal, petitions = outgoing documents. 

 

                                                
4 P. Louvre I, p. 220; BGU III 889 Ro reused for an account of Pakysis on the verso. 
5 Jördens 1998, p. 238. 
6 Jördens 1998, p. 221; BGU III 890 probably belongs together with 889. 


